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Lazarus hackers breached dev repeatedly to
deploy SIGNBT malware

The North Korean Lazarus hacking group repeatedly compromised a software vendor using

�aws in vulnerable software despite multiple patches and warnings being made available by the

developer.

The fact that Lazarus breached the same victim multiple times indicates that the hackers

aimed to steal source code or attempt a supply chain attack.

"This recurring breach suggested a persistent and determined threat actor with the likely

objective of stealing valuable source code or tampering with the software supply chain, and

they continued to exploit vulnerabilities in the company's software while targeting other

software makers," explains Kaspersky.

Read More
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More #News

Hackers email stolen student data to parents of Nevada school district

F5 �xes BIG-IP auth bypass allowing remote code execution attacks

Microsoft: Octo Tempest is one of the most dangerous �nancial hacking groups

StripedFly malware framework infects 1 million Windows, Linux hosts

Cloud�are sees surge in hyper-volumetric HTTP DDoS attacks

 

#Breach Log

Pirate IPTV network in Austria dismantled and $1.74 million seized

The Week in Ransomware - October 27th 2023 - Breaking Records

Flipper Zero can now spam Android, Windows users with Bluetooth alerts

 

#Patch Time!

Windows 11 KB5031455 preview update enables Moment 4 features by default

Windows 10 KB5031445 preview update �xes ctfmon.exe memory leak, 9 issues

Cisco patches IOS XE zero-days used to hack over 50,000 devices

 

#Tech and #Tools

HackerOne paid ethical hackers over $300 million in bug bounties

Huawei, Vivo phones tag Google app as TrojanSMS-PA malware

Android adware apps on Google Play amass two million installs
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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